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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This report covers work on three separate subjects of interest to
thermionic energy conversion and related to fundamental properties of
plasmas:

1. Thermalization of fast electrons injected into a highly
ionized plasma

2. Resistivity of a highly ionized plasma

"3. Probability of neutralization of cesium ions on a hot
tantalum surface.

The processes of thermalization of fast electrons injected into a
plasma through a plasma sheath are investigated because such injection and
thermalization are believed to occur in the plasma of the low voltage arc
cesium plasma thermionic energy converter.* urthermore, it is believed
that the injected electrons are thermalized at faster rate than can be
accounted for by random scattering throug)- ollisions with ions and neutrals.
While this fast rate of the.rmalization i lieved to be important to explain the
low voige cesium arcS 'and more t-erally the ball of fire mode of discharge
the mechanism of thermalizatý_ris not yet understood. Therefore, the pur-
pose of the present investijo"ons on the thermalization of fast injected elec-
trons is to measure the rite of energy transfer from fast injected to slow
plasma electrons toA.&tablish conclusively whether thermalization takes place
even in the abse •e of collisions and to determine the nature of the thermali-
zation proce ss

SThe resistivity of highly ionized plasmas is investigated because it
accounts for an important part of the internal voltage drop in thermionic
energy converters, particularly when the internal resistive voltage drop is
minimized by minimizing the effect of electron-neutral collisions. Unavoid-
able Coulomb collisions are then predominant, and the esultant plasma
resistivity approaches that of a fully ionized plasma..; The purpose of the
investigations reported here is to measure the resistivity of a highly ionized
plasma and to establish by these measurements the validity of the theoretical
relations used to compute this resistivity. A further purpose is to obtain in-
formation on the Coulomb collision cross-section from these resistivity
measurements in order to reliably determine the Coulomb collision mean
free path in the thermalization experiments mentioned above.

These conditions prevail in particular in the noble gas auxiliary discharge
converters, where the effect of electron-neutral collisions is made neg-J ligible by the Ramsauer effect.



Investigations on the probability of neutralization of cesium ions
on hot tantalum are reported here as a by-product obtained in using the
cesium plasma apparatus developed for the other experiments conducted
in the course of this eenma work These investigations are of interest
for cesium plasma thermionic ene;converters because the probability
of neutralization of cesium ions on W'jot refractory metal emitter affects
the rate of ion loss, the economy of thb discharge, and the potential dis-
tribution in such converters.3
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II. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions reached through the investigations outlined in
Section I can be summarized as follows:

1. Energy transfer from fast electrons injected into a plasma
to the slow electrons of this plasma takes place at a faster
rate than can be accounted for by collisions. This results
in thermalization of the injected electrons even when col-
lisions are negligible.

2. The mechanism of energy transfer and thermalization in
the absence of collisions seems to be a collective interaction
between the fast injected electrons and a multiplicity of
modes of electromechanical waves carried by the plasma
electrons.

3. The resistivity of a fully ionized plasma is adequately pre-
dicted by Spitzer's equation, the measured values being within
35% of the theoretical values predicted by this equation.

4. The Coulomb collision cross-section for cumulative small
angle deflections as calculated by Chandrasekhar and Spitzer
is a good estimate of the actual cross-section, insofar as it
has been found to lead to a valid theoretical expression for
the plasma resistivity.

5. Experiments with a single emitter cesium plasma tube in-
dicate consistently with earlier experiments (conducted with
two emitter tubes) that the probability of neutralization of
cesium ions on refractory metal surfaces and cn tantalum
in particular is substantially lower than predicted by the
Saha-Langmuir equation.

3
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III. THERMALIZATION OF FAST ELECTRONS IN A HIGHLY
IONIZED PLASMA: PART 1. METHODS OF MEASURE-
MENT AND LIMITATIONS

A. Introduction

Our investigations on the thermalization of fast electrons injected
into a highly ionized plasma are discussed in three sections. This first
section (Part I) describes the experimental apparatus, discusses the
theoretical foundations upon which the interpretation of the measurements
is based, and discusses the methods of measurement used in our investi-
gations. The second section (Part 2) presents the experimental results
of electron temperature measurements, which indicate effective thermali-

Szation of the injected electrons even when electron collisions are negli-
gible. The third section (Part 3) presents a theory for the process of
thermalization of fast electrons injected into a plasma. This theory re-
sults from the interpretation of the noise spectra measurements reported
at the beginning of Part 3 and explains at least qualitatively the thermali-
zation in collisionless plasmas observed in the measurements of Part 2.

B. Apparatus for Plasma Generation and Electron Injection

The apparatus for plasma generation and electron injection consists
of a cesium plasma emitter facing an electron emitter (injection cathode)
as illustrated in Fig. l(a). In this apparatus a thermal cesium plasma is
generated on a heated tantalum surface (1. 27 cm diameter); the plasma is
magnetically confined into a well-defined plasma column as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1(a). Electrons are injected into the plasma from the injection
cathode, which is biased negatively with respect to the plasma emitter. The
apparatus is operated so that the plasma assumes a potential nearly equal to
the plasma emitter potential. Under such conditions (as shown in Figs. l(b)
and l(c)), the potential difference between plasma emitter and injection
cathode appears nearly all across the injection cathode sheath. Thus, the
electrons emitted by the injection cathode are accelerated through this sheath
and are injected into the plasma as an electron stream with a nearly mono-
chromatic injection velocity corresponding to sheath voltage (injection voltage).
A photograph of the apparatus sketched in Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. l(d).

It is important that the injection cathode sheath be much smaller than
the total length of the plasma column and remain that small even when elec-
trons are injected into the plasma. The effect of the injected electrons on
the injection cathode sheath thickness has therefore been estimated. Analysis
has shown that the potential profile near the negatively biased cathode is not
noticeably altered from the nonemitting condition as long as the injection cur-
rent density is maintained below the random plasma electron current density.
In this case there is no potential minimum in front of the injection cathode; it

5
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Fig. 1. Electron injection into cesium plasma through cathode sheath.
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is temperature limited, and the injected current is controlled by the
cathode temperature. The effect of injected electrons on the cathode
sheath is illustrated for a typical case in Fig. 2. In this illustration,
the cathode sheath potential (normalized with respect to the plasma
electron temperature) is plotted against the distance (normalized with
respect to the corresponding Debye length). It is clearly seen that the
effect of the injection current is small and that the sheath thickness re-
mains of the order of 20 times the Debye length, which for a typical
thermal cesium plasma is smaller than 1mm. Compared with the length
of the plasma column (approximately 30 cm), such a cathode sheath
thickness is negligible. By using this method of plasma generation and
electron injection, the magnitude of the injected current and the energy
of the injected electrons can be regulated nearly independently from the
plasma density and plasma electron temperature.

The electron energy distribution and the radiation from the plasma
will be measured in this apparatus by methods discussed later (Section
II:-D). Furthermore, the electron energy distribution expected when the
injected electrons are completely thermalizedwill be calculated in the next
section. By comparing this calculated electron energy distribution with
that measured, quantitative information on the degree of thermalization of
the injected electrons will be obtained.

C. Theoretical Computation of the Plasma Temperature under Con-
ditions of Complete Thermalization of Injected Electrons

In the following calculations, we assume that the fast injected
electrons are completely thermalized and that the resultant electron
energy distribution is Maxwellian. We shall now compute the tempera-
ture of this resultant electron energy distribution.

Consider the two axial plasma potential distributions shown in
Figs. l(b) and l(c) for the cesium plasma column shown in Fig. l(a).
The cathode sheath thickness remains small since the injection electron
current density from the cathode is maintained by temperature limited
operation at such values that it is much smaller than the random current
density available from the plasma. Under these conditions the plasma
potential remains close to the plasma emitter potential. The potential
difference between the plasma emitter and the injection cathode appears
nearly all across the cathode sheath (V1 < < Vin). The potential dis-
tribution with a positive emitter sheath as shown in Fig. 1(b) is expected
to exist when the saturation electron current through thermionic emission
at the plasma emitter surface is smaller than the random plasma electron
current available from the plasma column. This condition is usually
found at high plasma densities. The potential distribution shown in Fig.
l(c) corresponds to the case where excess electrons are reflected back to

the plasma emitter 4rom the plasma column, the latter assuming a potential

8
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slightly negaLive with respect to the plasma emitter surface. This latter
condition is found in experiments performed at low plasma densities or
high plasma emitter temperature, where the saturation electron current
density available from the plasma emitter exceeds the random plasma
electron current density. We shall now consider these two cases separately.

1. Plasma Electron Temperature for Positive Emitter
h-eath (Fig. I(b))

The basic equations to be used are those of conservation
of electrons and of conservation of energy. These equations simply state
that the rate of electron generation equals the rate of electron loss and
that the power flow carried by electrons into the plasma equals the power
flow carried by electrons out of the plasma. Energy transfer between elec-
trons and ions or neutrals is neglected because of the sma1l electron to ion
mass ratio and of the limited number of collisions betweer, electrons and
ions or neutrals in our experiments.

a. Conservation of Electrons - For the conditions in
which the rate of electron losses to the probes and by recombination is
negligible compared with the loss of electrons escaping from the plasma
back to the emitter, the equation of the conservation of electrons is simply

js + J.n j jpexp(-eV /kTp) (I)is +in = p 1

where

js = saturation current density available from the plasma
emitter

Jin a injected electron current density available from the
negatively biased electron emitter

T a plasma electron temperature
p

jp a en_ (4L) - randcr , lectron plasma current

Vth a mean thermal electron velocity

n a electron density.

In writit (1) it is assumed that the plasma electron temperature and
density 4re uniform over the entire plasma region.

10
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b. Conservation of Energy - The equation for the conserva-
tion of energy with the potential distribution of Fig. 2(b) is

-,T + ,n (V. + -.2k ) in ,- exp(-eV /kT ) (2)Ip e

where Tin is defined as the temperature of the negatively biased electron
emitter (injection cathode). Vin is the injection voltage, i.e., the poten-
tial difference between plasma and injection cathode surface. Since in our
experiments Vin > > 2kTin/e,

Ss eVi + V ( jp exp(-eV /kTp) (3)

SThe LHS of this equation represents the power flow carried into the plasma
by electrons, whereas the RHS represents the power flow carried by elec-

I trons out of the plasma. Eliminating VI from (1) and (3) yields

I + eV in ). n ]

X -e Js I(4)
e + Js n

It is noted that in the absence of the injected electrons (Oin = 0), the
above relation reduces, as it should, to

I T = Tp e

These equations are consistent with the conservation equations used in
previous investigations of cesium plasmas produced in a similar fashion. 4

2. Plasma Electron Temperature for Negative Emitter
Sheath

For the case in which the electron emission from
the plasma emitter is greater than the random plasma current available
from the plasma column the conservation equations become

I
] 11



Conservation of electrons:

j* exp (-eV /kTe) + j. j j (5)1 e in p

Conservation of energy:

ZkTe exp (e +2kT

e (CIke + ni mm p e

(6)

Eliminating js exp (-eV,/kTe) from these equations and defining
the random plasma current in the absence of the heating as J 0 = Jp
(Tp = Te)0 we obtain an expression from which the plasma temperature
T can be calculated for the given injection conditions and plasma density:

po

3'po e e \ 1  e (7') /
(7)

The electron temperature T can be determined theoretically from a set
of normalized curves obtained from (7) and shown in Fig. 3.

Equations (4) and (7) are the theoretical expressions with which
experimental measurements of electron temperature as a function of in-
jection parameters and plasma density will be compared later.

D. Methods of Electron Temperature Measurements

1. General Considerations

The investigations reported here are primarily limited to
conditions where the injected electrons are fully or nearly fully thermalized.
The resulting electron velocity distribution in the plasma therefore appeared
sufficiently close to Maxwellian to permit characterizing the electron
velocities by the temperature of the corresponding Maxwellian velocity
distribution.

1z
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Two independent techniques were used to measure the electron
temperature of the plasma as a function of electron injection parameters:
(1) the Langmuir probe technique; (2) the microwave noise radiation tech-
nique.

It should be noted that these techniques yield unequivocal results
only when the velocity distribution is isotropic (which is the case for a
Maxwellian velocity distribution). In fact, the velocity distributions to
be expected in our injection experiments are not necessarily Maxwellian;
they will be determined by the rate and mechanism of energy transfer
from the injected to the plasma electrons. The types of electron energy
spectra expected for increasingly strong interaction between injected
(fast) and plasma (slow) electrons are illustrated in Fig. 4. In the
absence of injected electrons, the electrons are all generated at the
plasma emitter, are in thermal equilibrium, and have a temperature
equal to that of the plasma emitter. The electron energy spectrum con-
tains only one peak and would be as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 4(a)
without a second high energy peak. As energetic electrons are injected
into this initially quiescent cesium plasma, the total electron energy dis-
tribution is modified and assumes a new steady state distribution deter-
mined by the rate of energy exchange between fast injected electrons and
slow plasma electrons. In the absence of interaction between injected
electrons and plasma electrons, the two classes of electrons would be
unperturbed and the resulting spectrum would appear as sketched in a
solid line in Fig. 4(a). When a relatively small energy transfer takes place
between the injected and the plasma electrons, the spectrum would become
distorted as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4(a). The energy spread of
the plasma electrons would increase (heating), the average energy of the
injected electrons would decrease, and the energy spread of the injected electrons
would probably increase. As the rate of energy transfer increases, plasma
electrons and injected electrons are no longer clearly distinguishable, and
a composite spectrum such as that shown in a solid line in Fig. 4(b) results.
At the extreme limit, full thermalization takes place; the resulting velocity
distribution again is Maxwellian, but with a temperature ',igher than the
plasma emitter temperature. The energy spectrum is then as shown in
the dotted line of Fig. 4(b). The experiments reported here correspond
to conditions close to the strong interaction case.

2. Langmuir Probe Measurement

Langmuir probe measurements of the plasma electron
temperature in the absence of the energetic injected electrons have been
shown to be reliable, even in presence of the magnetic field used in our
experiments. 5 In such probe measurements, however, those electrons
with relatively high energy are preferentially collected. They represent
the high energy tail of the energy distribution function. When the total
electron energy distribution of the system is Maxwellian, the measurement
of this high energy tail results in a reliable measure of the plasma temperature.

14
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When high energy electrons are injected into the plasma, probe
characteristics such as those shown in Fig. 5 are obtained, and some
caution is required to interpret them. To illustrate this, we consider
the following example: If the distribution function is similar to the case
of a strong interaction as shown by the solid line in Fig. 4(b), the meas-
urement of the high energy electron distribution with a probe may look
as shown by the solid line in Fig. 5(b) and result in an apparent Maxwellian
distribution. However, these measurements will not be sufficient to indi-
cate the nature of the spectrum at lower energies where, as shown again
in Fig. 4(b), it may drastically differ from the Maxwellian distribution.

On the other hand, if the electron energy spectrum is similar to
that shown in Fig. 4(a), the single probe measurement should yield an
I-V characteristic as indicated by the solid line in Fig. 5(a). When the
probe is biased strongly negative with respect to the plasma, most of
the electrons, including the energetic injected electrons, are reflected,
and only the ions are collected on the probe surface. As the probe po-
tential is made less negative, the probe current will suddenly increase
as the probe bias voltage nears the injection voltage of the injected elec-
trons, the latter having most of their velocity in the axial direction. As
the probe is made still less negative, the contribution from the plasma
electrons eventually becomes important, and the effect of the injected
electrons on these plasma electrons may be studied. Such measurements
could, however, only show qualitatively that energy transfer does take place,

'because the electron velocity distribution in the presence of streaming elec-
trons is nonisotropic in space and is not amenable to unequivocal probe
measurement.

Should the rate of interaction between the fast electrons and the slow
plasma electrons be stronger, leading to a Maxwellian energy distribution
as shown in Fig. 4(b) (dotted lines), the probe characteristic would no longer
indicate a step; it would show a smooth variation as shown by a solid line
in Fig. 5(b). In an extreme case of complete thermalization, a quantitative
measurement temperature determination is again possible. Experiments
corresponding to the latter case have been performed and show reasonable
agreement with theoretical expectations, as will be described in Section IV.

3. Microwave Thermal Radiation Measurements

The measurement of electron temperature by means of
microwave radiation and its interpretation based on the classical radiation
laws is known for a Maxwellian plasma. The absolute magnitude of the
thermal radiation intensity in the microwave frequency range from elec-
trons with a Maxwellian velocity distribution in a sufficiently dense plasma
is equal to that of a black body with a temperature the same as that of the
electrons.

16
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In the presence of injected electrons, however, great care must
be taken in the interpretation of the microwave radiation measurement.
As will be discussed in Part 3 (Section V), collective interactions between
fast electrons and the plasma may occur. The radiation intensities at the
frequencies where such collective interactions occur is expected to exceed
the black body radiation by many orders of magnitude. The frequencies at
which these enhanced radiations can occur are near or below the electron
cyclotron and electron plasma resonance frequencies. The interpretation
of these resonance radiation spectra is at best semiquantitative. Therefore,
measurements at these resonance conditions should be avoided for quanti-
tative temperature determination.

Further modification of the radiation intensity from a plasma may
occur when the electron energy distribution differs from a Maxwellian
distribution. For a weakly ionized non-Maxwellian plasma, the radiation
near the cyclotron resonant conditions can differ considerably from that
which would be observed in a Maxwellian plasma with electrons of the same
average energy. The effective radiation temperature of the non-Maxwellian
distribution at frequencies sufficiently remote from the cyclotron resonance,
however, still approaches that of a black body of same temperature. The
extension of such an observation in weakly ionized plasmas to a highly ionized
plasma is not immediately apparent. However, if the radiation is modified
because of a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution, as found in a weakly ionized
plasma, it is reasonable to expect that radiation away from the cyclotron
reronance may approach the black body radiation, as is the case in the
weakly ionized plasma. It is therefore believed that micowave measure-
ments of the average plasma electron temperature are relatively reliable,
and do usefully supplement our probe measurements.

1 ,i
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IV. THERMALIZATION OF FAST ELECTRONS IN A HIGHLY IONIZED
PLASMA: PART 2. MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA TEMPERATURE
AND ESTIMATE OF DEGREE OF THERMALIZATION OF FAST
INJECTED ELECTRONS

A. Introduction

In the preceding section we have considered the method for
measuring the degree of thermalization of fast electrons in a highly ion-
ized cesium plasma; this method is based on comparison of the measured
electron temperature with that calculated for the case of full thermaliza-
tion. In this section we shall present the results of measurements off plasma electron temperature for various injection conditions and compare
these results with the theoretical values predicted for the full thermaliza-
tion of the injected electrons. Experiments have been performed for a
Coulomb collision dominated plasma as well as for a collisionless case.

B. Measurement of Electron Thermalization in a Coulomb Collision
Dominated Plasma

Langmuir probe measurements of electron temperature were per-
formed on the apparatus sketched in Fig. 1 with probes located 3 cm from
the plasma emitter, the total length of the plasma column being 30 cm. These
measurements for the Coulomb collision dominated case have been described
in detail in the Semi-Annual Technical Summary Report 6 and will only be
summarized here. The plasma electron temperature as a function of the
injection current was obtained for a plasma density on the order of 2 x 10
ions/cm 3 . The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 6 together
with the theoretical values calculated from (4). In this case, the Coulomb
collision mean free path of injected electrons was comparable to or smaller
than the length of the plasma. Thus, full thermalization of the injected
electrons was expected. Under these conditions, the electrons in the plasma
should assume a Maxwellian distribution; the probe measurement should be
reliable; and the electron temperature predicted theoretically as a function
of injection energy and current from (4) should be valid. Agreement between
theory and experiment is seen in Fig. 6 to be reasonable.

C. Measurement of Electron Thermalization in a Collisionless Plasma

Measurements of the degree of thermalization of fast electrons in a
collisionless plasma have been performed by means of both Langrnuir probes
and microwave techniques. We shall describe these measurements sep-
arately below.
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1. Probe Measurements

The Langmuir probe measurements were performed with the
same apparatus as the measurements reported in Section IV B, but at lower
plasma densities. To study the collisionless case, these measurements
were performed at a plasma density of the order of 109 electrons/cm 3 .
At this density, the Coulomb collision mean free path for 1 eV electrons is
of the order of 25 m, which is much larger than the 30 cm length of the
plasma column. A set of single probe characteristics obtained for various
injection energies is illustrated in Fig. 7. From such probe characteristics,
the plasma electron temperatures have been determined and are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. The measurements of Fig. 8 show electron temperature as
a function of injection voltage for a fixed plasma density of . 3 x 10 electrons/
cm 3 . The measurements of Fig. 9 show electron temperature versus plasma
density for a fixed injection voltage of 40 volts. During all these measurements
the plasma emitter temperature was maintained high enough to have Joat :J
so that a negative sheath should form at the plasma emitter surface. The aJial
potential distribution corresponding to these conditions is given in Fig. 1(c),
the theoretical value of the temperature for full thermalization is evaluated
from (7) and is also shown in Fig. 8, together with the results of the previously
mentioned probe measurements.

From Fig. 8 it is seen that the probe measurements of electron tem-
perature agree reasonably well with the theoretical values up to an injection
voltage of approximately 40 V. These measurements therefore indicate that
practically complete thermalization of the fast electrons occurs in this en-
ergy range. As the injection energy is increased above 40 eV, it is observed
that the conditions assumed in the theory are no longer applicable. In other
words, the rate of energy exchange between the fast electrons and the slow
plasma electrons is such that a complete thermalization of the fast injected
electrons is no longer achieved. In this case, we could expect a double peak
energy distribution function as shown in Fig. 4(a), and a step in the probe
I-V characteristic (as indicated in Fig. 5(a) ) should appear. The latter has,
indeed, been observed from an injection voltage of about 40 eV up. One of
the probe characteristics shown in Fig. 7 does show such a step, which is
indicative of incomplete thermalization of the fast injected electrons. Such
a step is observed and it increases as the injection energy is made higher.
Qualitative interpretation of the probe measurements for the non-Maxwellian,
nonisotropic velocity distribution apparent for Vin > 40 V is rather doubtful.
Qualitatively, however, these observations are consistent with the expected
behavior of the electron temperature as a function of the injection energy:
when the fast injected electrons are not completely thermalized, the theoret-
ical value given by (7) should predict larger electron temperatures than
those observed. As the rate of energy transfer decreases, the discrepancy
between the theoretical values of (7) and the measured temperatures should
increase. Our observation is in agreement with this qualitative expectation.
We have made attempts to estimate the fraction of the unthermalized portion
of the injected electron current density from the magnitude of the step ap-
pearing in the I-V characteristic and have tried to account for the discrepancy
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observed between the measured and the calculated values. These attempts,
however, were not very successful, the probe techniques being inadequate
for the absolute measurement of the energy spectra of electrons under these
conditions.* Even with these limitations, we can, however, conclude that the
present results positively indicate (particularly for Vin-5 40 V) a large degree
of thermalization in a collisionless plasma. The energy exchange between
fast injected electrons and slow plasma electrons under such conditions can be
explained only through a collective interaction between the injected (fast) elec-
trons and the plasma (slow) electrons. The nature of this interaction
will be considered in Section V.

2. Microwave Noise Radiation Measurements

Microwave measurements of the plasma electron temperature
have been made in a collisionless plasma using the apparatus sketched in
Fig. 10. In these measurements, the noise spectrum has been measured as
a function of the electron inj ction conditions for plasma densities of the
order of 1010 electrons/cm3 , an order of magnitude higher than those used
in the preceding probe experiments. Even at this density, the Coulomb col-
lision mean free path for electrons with 1 eV is still approximately 2. 5 m.
The plasma column in the present apparatus is 48 cm, which is much smaller
than the Coulomb collision mean free path associated with energetic injected
electrons. The principles of plasma generation and electron injections are
the same as those described earlier in connection with Fig. 1.

For the measurement of the noise radiation intensities, the glass
tubing containing the cesium plasma is placed diagonally in a reduced height
S-band rectangular waveguide as shown in Fig. 10. When the plasma column
is placed in the waveguide at a small angle, the radiated energy from the
plasma can be measured directly, without need of correction due to poor
coupling.

The radiation temperatures have been measured over a wide range of
electron injection conditions. The effect of the injection energy on the plasma
temperature has been investigated and results similar to those shown in Fig. 8
have been obtained and are shown in Fig. 11. Again, the comparison is made

A new and improved method of measurement of electron energy distribu-
tion for energetic electrons injected into a plasma has been devised and is
proposed to be used for the continuation of these investigations.

"The experimental results described in this section were performed by
3. Y. Wada at the University of Southern California as a part of his Ph. D.
dissertation. The cesium plasma tube used for these experiments at
U. S. C. was built at Hughes Research Laboratories under this contract
with the permission of Cdr. J. J. Connelly. Data are included in this
report with the permission of Prof. Z. A. Kaprielian of the University of
Southern California.
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with the theoretical values calculated from (7) for full thermalization. These
noise measurements show excellent agreement with the theory derived for the
complete thermaliztion of the fast electrons. Another comparison is made
with the electron injection current as a variable, while the injection energy is
maintained at 30 V; this is shown in Fig. 12. These measurements showed
a consistent discrepancy of about 30%. Such an error may be introduced
simply by overestimating the plasma density by 50%, which at these densities
is quite possible. The agreement between the measured radiation tempera-
tures and the calculated values again indicate that a strong energy exchange
between fast electrons and plasma electrons exists and that the fast electrons
are completely or nearly completely thermalized in the plasma.

As mentioned in the Section III, the radiation temperature equals the
electron temperature of a plasma with a Maxwellian electron velocity distri-
bution. However, the interpretation of the radiation intensities becomes
difficult when the electron velocity distribution differs from a Maxwellian
one. Noquantitative analysis seems to exist for estimating the radiation
from such a non-Maxwellian highly ionized plasma. For the present measure-
ment, therefore, we have assumed that the radiation temperature is essen-
tially equal to the plasma electron temperature. Another possible cause of
errors in the interpretation of the present measurement may be the collective
phenomena which may exist near the electron cyclotron and the electron
plasma frequencies. The noise spectrum measurement near the electron
cyclotron frequency, however, indicates that such phenomena are not ir-
portant. Only a small peak (less than 50%) above the average noise intensity
is observed near the cyclotron frequency. Since the plasma frequency was
below the cutoff frequency of the waveguide, a large radiation (should it
exist) near or below the plasma frequency would not affect the present noise
radiation measurements.

These microwave radiation measurements thus lead to the same con-
clusion as the probe measurements, viz. , that a high degree of thermaliza-
tion of electrons is observed in the collisionless case and that energy exchange
must be accomplished through collective interactions. The microwave measure-
ment further indicates that collective interactions near the electron cyclotron
frequencies are inoperative. The collective interactions thus must occur at
frequencies other than the electron cyclotron frequency. This is consistent
with qualitative radiation measurements at lower frequencies reported in
SectionV, indicating excess radiation below and up to the vicinity of the elec-
tron plasma frequency.

D. Conclusions

From the experimental results presented in this section, we conclude
the following:

1. Both probe measurements and microwave noise radiation mea-
surements positively indicate a high degree of thermalization
of fast electrons injected into a collisionless plasma.
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2. In order to explain the observed rate of energy exchange be-
tween the fast injected electrons and the slow plasma electrons,
collective electron interactions must be present;

3. Such collective interactions are not observed at or near the
electron cyclotron frequency for an injection energy up to
100 eV.

It will be shown in the following section that further spectral measure-
ment of the noise radiation suggests a collective electron-electrostatic plasma
wave interaction. Also, it will be shown that this collective interaction could
c'uialititively explain the fast thermalization observed in the probe and micro-
wave measurements reported above.
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V. THERMALIZATION OF FAST ELECTRONS IN A HIGHLY
IONIZED PLASMA: PART 3. MEASUREMENT OF THE
NOISE SPECTRUM AND THEORY OF THE THERMALIZ-

j ATION PROCESSES IN A COLLISIONLESS PLASMA

A. Introduction

The experimental results reported in Section IV and above show
conclusively that a high degree of thermalization of fast electrons in-
jected into a plasma takes place even in the absence of collisions: the
injected energetic electrons are thermalized at a rate much faster than
can be accounted for by random scattering through collisions with neu-

j trals and plasma electrons and ions.

The following phenomena, which may cause the thermalization
of energetic elctrons injected into a collisionless plasma, are considered
for the present experiments:

I. Electron- plasma wave interactions 7 ' 8

2. Electron-ion wave interactions
9

3. Cyclotron-wave interactions 10

These interactions can conceivably lead to instabilities and to the ampli-
fication of perturbations in the electron stream; they rnay lead to the
thermalization of the energy of the injected electrons.

To determine which, if any, of these interactions predominate,
we have performed a series of spectral measurements of the noise
radiation and oscillation spectrum. Excess noise is generated in the
plasma over a wide frequency range when energetic electrons are in-
jected into the initially quiescent and thermal cesium plasma. We were
furthermore able to establish a correlation between controllable changes
in the noise spectrum and changes in the electron energy distribution
measured by Langmuir probes. On the basis of these observations we
have concluded that electron-plasma wave interactions between the fast
injected electrons and the slow plasma electrons were the predominant
cause for thermalization of the injected electrons.

For the sake of clarity, we shall first discuss the theory of electron-
plasma wave interactions. Experimental data on noise spectra will then
be reported and shown to be consister.t with this theory.
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B. Theory of Electron-Plasma Wave Interaction and Resulting

The rmalization

1. Physical Model and Method of Analysis

The electron-plasma wave interaction can be consiler$d
as a two-stream instability and is simple to explain qualitatively. , "?

Assume that a small fluctuation is present in the plasma. This fluctua-
tion will excite a plasma wave which propagates according to the dis-
persion relation characteristic of geometry and plasma distribution
considered. This wave will be amplified if an appropriate number of
the injected electrons have velocities nearly that of the phase velocity
of this plasma wave. The conditions required for the growth of these
instabilities or plasma waves can be calculated on the basis of a linear-
ized theory. This first order theory predicts an exponential growth of
the fluctuations. As the amplitude of these fluctuations increases, large
signal conditions prevail and the linearized theory no longer applies.
Under these large signal conditions, the injected fast electron stream
carries a large amplitude modulation. However, this large amplitude
modulation is unstable and breaks up rapidly, ge•Iting in a randomiza-
tion of the velocities of the injected electrons. , In other words,
small fluctuations of the injected electrons are amplified by interaction
with a plasma wave near synchronism, grow to large amplitudes, be-
come unstable, break up, and result in the randomization of the
originally monochrom tic energy of the injected electron stream within
a few plasma periods.%

2. Plasma Waves in Cylindrical Plasma Column

We shall first describe the possible mode of plasma wave
propagation in a cylindrical plasma column surrounded by a conductor,
such as is found in our experiments. The conductor, which is shown in
Fig. 13, represents the rf shielding conductor placed around the
apparatus. For the magnetic field applied in our experiments, the plasma
column is confined to a well-defined radius "a. , A number of electro-
static plasma wave modes can exist in this plasma system. 13 A typical
phase characteristic for an axially symmetrical mode where the electron
cyclotron frequency w- is greater than the electron plasma frequency
w is illustrated by soiid lines in the w-P diagram of Fig. 14. As shown,
tle wave propagates for all frequencies below w ; a pass band is also
found near wc" We shall limit our consideratioito the former. Any
fluctuation produced in the plasma with a frequency in one of the pass
bands propagates with a phase velocity v_ = w/P along the plasma
column. The maximum velocity v mx for w•5_p at which the wave
can propagate in this typical mode is r•und according to this w-P dia-
gram for w- 0.
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The exact w-3 diagram for thevarious modes can be obtained
from the following dispersion equation

PA(Ta) [V (13a)K 031,) - 1 P)n(a
a -nLIn(fa)Kn(•b) I(•b) Kn (na)n (8)

where

a a plasma radius

b 2 conductor radius

Err

c

\ c " /
ErO 2W(Wc W c

"T2 - P2 - W

and Jn(Pa), Kn(Pa), and In(Pa) are Bessel functions.

The above dispersion equation corresponds to the longitudinal
electrostatic plasma waves. The following equations describe the
electric field inside and outside: For the inside of the plasma (r< a)

Ez = CI Jn(Tr)ej(wt- Pz+n8 ) (10)

and for the outside of the plasma (a<r<b)

Ez = C2 In(ýr)Kn(Pb)-In(Pb)Kn(Pr) eJ(tz+n) (11)

where e represents the angular dimension and C, and C2 are
arbitrary constants.
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SolutiouA of the above dispersion equation for higher order modes
would require extensive computer calculations. For the purpose of
explaining our experimental results, however, a simpler first order
solution (which does not affect the basic process involved) will be suf-
ficient. Therefore, we shall in the following consideration solve the
dispersion equation for the condition where the plasma fills the con-
ducting cylinder.

We shall further limit our considerations to the condition which
prevailed in our experiments, i. e. , w 2 > w 2 . This condition is sat-
isfied since the magnetic field was such thatPwc/Z27 • 3000 Mc, where-
as the plasma density was such that wp/2w = 300 Mc. The above dis-
persion equation then simplifies to the following form:

- ( aZ) 
(I

where d v is the vth root of J (x) = 0. This simplified dispersion

equation will be used in the nexp section to analyze the interaction be-
tween electrons injected into the plasma and the electrostatic plasma
waves.

3. Electron-Plasma Wave Interaction - Growing Wave
Instability

Consider a group of streaming electrons with a velocity
uo corresponding to that of the injection energy Vin Shown in Fig. 14
is a line representing the electron beam velocity uo . Near the inter-
section of these w-P and uo cur-.es, the plasma wave's phase velocity
is close to that of the drifting electrons;a strong interaction between
the wave and the drifting electrons should occur and result in a condition
favorable to two-stream instability.

It can be seen from Fig. 14 that an intersection of the w-P curve
and the electron beam velocity line exists for all values of u. smaller
than the maximum phase velocity v~max associated withthe plasma
wave mode considered. From (12) we obtain

w a

Vo maxnv = -P- (13)

Inv =nv

The numerical values of vmax are tabulated in Table I for the
values found in our expertlYents n (f = 300 Mc and a = 0. 65 cm).
If, for example, the electrons are infected into a plasma surrounded by
a conductor with an initial velocity of uo = 10 eV, there will be five
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modes (P00, P10- P20, P30. and Po0) for which intersections of thew-f- and uo curves exist. These modes all can contribute to the
thermalization of the injected electrons.

TABLE I

Maximum Phase Velocity v max of Higher Order Mode Electrostatic
Plasma Waves; vmax is Expressed inElectronVoltsin Terms of the
Kinetic Energy of an Electron Having the Velocity vmax

_ _Jn(x) = 0

J0 (poPJ eV Jl(pll eV J(pz,), eVe eV J4lP4,), eV

1 vo a;83 29 16.3 10.6 5.6

2 14.2 8.7 6.1 4.6 3.4

3 5.7 4. Z 3.2 2.5 2.1

4 3.1 2.4 2.0 1.62 1.4

5 1.95 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1

Plasma characteristics: f = 300 Mc
p

a = 0.65 cm

To consider this interaction more quantitatively, we shall include
the effect of the injected beam in the dispersion equation. The previous
equation then takes the following form:

Pnv W _ _b-- J - (14 )

where

u° = the velocity of the injected electrons streaming in the plasma

Wb the plasma frequency associated with the streaming electrons.
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The solutions to this dispersion equation have been evaluated for
a number of limited conditions. To make use of the numerical solution
available in a published paper, 14 the computation was made for (wb/wp) 2

1/1837. Typical results obtained for the two assumed values of
w•na/uo (10, 5) for the axially symmetrical mode (Pnv = PO0) are shown
in Figs. 15 and 16. These results were obtained by assuming that Pa
is real and by computing the real and the imaginary part of the frequency.
As shown in Fig. 15(a) and 15(b), Im(w/w ) has a maximum value for
the Re(w/w ) nearly equal to unity. This implies that, for these condi-
tions, flucluations having real frequencies near w p would have the
fastest growth rate.

It is quite significant to observe that the Im(w/w ) is present
for all values of Re(w/w ):1, although the rate of grow& (Im(W/• ))
decreases monotonicall? with w as shown in Fig. 16. This impliA-s
that even low frequency fluctuations (Re (w/wp)<< 1) would grow in due
time, perhaps to a nonlinear limit, and might contribute to the large
signal modulation aid to the thermalization of the injected electrons.
This also implies that these fluctuations at low frequencies should
contribute greatly to the enhanced noise level observable in a system.
We shall examine these statements in more detail later when the
measured noise spectra will be considered.

A similar ca]lulation of Im(w/.wp) has been made for the mode
which exhibits an angular variation o • As shown in Fig. 17, the
growth (Im(w/w p )> 0) can occur for 2? Re(w/, ):)_ 1. The results
obtained in this calculation are essentially simRar to those already
described for the symmetrical mode. It is important to note, there-
fore, that every mode which exhibits the growing instability can con-
tribute to the eventual randomization of the injected electrons if the
amplitude of the growing fluctuation reaches the nonlinear limit.

The above calculations were made for a rather small value
of the ratio of the injected beam plasma frequency to the slow electron
plasma frequency ( b2/" ?- - 1/1837) . The estimate of the effect of
changing such a ratio on Fhe maximum growth rate has been made.
Here again, we make use of the results published by Bernstein and
Trehan. 14 By using a simple transformation of our dispersion ecua-
tion (eq. (14)) and by making a comparison with the above paper,14
we have obtained FiF. 18 from which the maximum growth rate as
a function of wtbZ/w - can be evaluated. The parameter Pma which
appears in Fig. 18 is the value of Pa at which the maximum
Irrcw/wp) occurs. For most purposes, this value (Pma) corresponds
to the intersection of the tw-P diagram of the pn, mode of the
plasma column and the u 0 line representing the injected electrons.
As shown, no large increase of the max Re (w/ p ) is achieved by in-
creasing (wb/w) 2 by an order of magnitude.
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It should be remarked that the foregoing calculations are based
on the dispersion equation (eq. 14). This dispersion equation was de-
rived 1 3 under the assumption that the plasma column completely fillsI the inside of the conductor. In fact, conditions found in our experiment
differ considerably from this model. The conductor to the plasma
column diameter ratio is on the order of 10. The effect of such anj increase if found mostly for small values of Pa or w/w , as shown in
Fig. 19. The maximum phase velocity becomes largerps b/a is in-
creased. This condition should, therefore, increase the range of uf for which the intersection of the w-P curve and the uo line is possibcie.

The theory developed to this point shows that growing waves
amplifying perturbations of the electrons injected into a collisionless
plasma column can exist under the conditions of our experiments. The
existence of such instabilities is necessary, but it is not sufficient
for the thermalization of the fast injected electrons. We need to
demonstrate that these instabilities, predicted on the basis of a linear-
ized theory, do lead to a large amplitude nonlinear limit. We now must
establish that the instability growth rate is sufficiently large that a
perturbation in velocity grows to a magnitude of the order of the injec-
tion velocity of the injected electrons.

4. Thermalization Through Large Signal Effects

a. Bunemans's Condition for Nonlinear Thermaliza-
tion - In the preceding section we have shown that the presence of in-
Jc'ed electrons gives rise to a growing instability. We shall examine
whether the nonlinear limit can be achieved in our electron injection
experiments. The approximate criterion which is to be applied here
was derived by Buneman 8 and has the following form:

Fluctuation Energy 1 /I s3 (6,m e/ 2 mt
Drift Energy e (15)

whe re

am Im 013)

f plasma frequency

P

- - 1/3 mesh size, if electrons were arranged in a

cubic lattice.
U

X r- - distance traversed by electrons in one plasma
Sp period.
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The time or distance required for the fluctuation energy to be amplified
and to reach the drift energy can be estimated from (15) by setting (15)
equal to unity.

Typical values for the parameters of (15) corresponding to our
experimental conditions follow: f = 2.8 x 108 cps; I = 10-3 cm;

1u0 = 4.2 x 108 cm/sec at muoZ/?P= 50 eV; X , = uo/f p = 1.5 cm. The
growth rate a can be estimated by using Fig. 18 for (wb/wu,) = 1/100;
the conservative estimate of a = 0. 12 w p is obtained. Tfie random
energy becomes equal to that o'Pthe drift energy when f pt a5 15, i.e.,
in 15 plasma periods.

We now compute the time required for injected electrons to
travel from the electron emitter to the plasma emitter. The distance
is L : 30 cm. Thus, Tfp = (L/uo) f 20 periods. The injected
electrons, therefore, require about To plasma periods before they
reach the plasma emitter. At least, Buneman's criterion for the
randomization of the injected electrons is not violated. This alone,
however, is not conclusive, since Buneman's criterionis only approxi-
mate. The possibility for enhanced instability growth by instability
"trapping," as discussed below, is therefore of importance.

b. Instability "Trapping"- Upon examination of the
boundary conditions, however, the transit time of 20 plasma periods
becomes more favorable as the condition required for the nonlinear
randomization of the injected electrons is naturally satisfied. The
plasma emitter and the electron emitter located at the two ends of the
plasma column can be considered as two reflecting plates for the
plasma waves. Hence any growing instability will essentially be
"trapped" between these two plates and in due time can reach a large-
amplitude nonlinear limit. This "trapping" of an instability can be
explained as follows: When a small fluctuation (e. g. , of thermal origin)
appears at a point in the plasma column such as the accelerating sheath
near the electron emitter, this disturbance will grow as it travels in
the direction of the drifting electrons according to the rate determined
from the dispersion equation of the system. Upon reaching the end of
the plasma column, the plasma wave associated with the original fluctua-
tion will be reflected back from the plasma boundary (plasma emitter).
As such a wave propagates in the back direction, no interaction with the
streaming electrons will occur. In the absence of excessive losses,
the returned wave will be re-reflected at the electron emitter surface.
At this time, it is no longer at the same thermal energy level as the
original fluctuation. It will modulate the injected electron stream and
be further amplified until it again reaches the plasma emitter end, and
so on. It is possible, then, that even a slowly growing wave could reach
a large-amplitude nonlinear limit after making several reflections and
could contribute to the thermalization of the injected electrons.
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It was shown in Fig. 16 that the growing instability existed for
all frequencies smaller than the plasma frequency (w w • ) although
the rate of growth decreased rapidly as a decreasing funcdion of pa.
For Rew A w , the rate of growth has a maximum value Im(w/p)•
0.05 for (wbY(w)2 = 1/1833 and w0 a/uo 10. On the other hand,
Im(W/w ) - 0. 002 or at Re(w/p)-- 0.10 . Thus, if instability trap-
ping did not occur, noise components at higher frequencies would have
a much larger amplitude than those at lower frequencies. In the
presence of instability trapping and with higher order modes in syn-
chronism with even relatively slow injected electrons, this is, however,
not necessarily the case. This will be shown by the noise spectra mea-
surements reported in the next sections.

C. Noise Spectrum Measurements

1. Experimental Apparatus and Experimental Conditions

The measurements of the noise radiation spectrum have
been performed using a cesium plasma generator with an injection
cathode as shown in Fig. 20. This apparatus is similar to "'at of Fig. 1,
whose operation was described in Section III.

For the purposes of the present experiments, two coaxial probes
were installed in the apparatus, as shown in Fig. Z0. The center con-
ductor of one of the coaxial probes utilized the thin wire which was
originally used as a Langmuir probe and was connected across the glass
envelope through the plasma column. The other coaxial probe was made
of a standard 50 0 rigid coaxial line and was placed approximately 3 cm
radially away from the plasma column. The oscillation spectrum inside
the plasma column and outside of it was obtained from these coaxial
probes, using commercial spectrum analyzers (Panoramic Model SPA-
4A and Panoramic Model SPA- 3). The SPA-4A spectrum analyzer
was used at all frequencies from 6 Mc up to 10 Gc, whereas the latter
analyzer was used from 200 cps up to 1Z Mc.

The plasma density and the plasma electron temperature were
measured with a cylindrical Langmuir probe located 3. 5 cm away from
the plasma emitter. The movable probe as shown in the Fig. 20 was
used only as a mode suppressing floating probe whose function will be
described in more detail later. Experiments were conducted over a
wi e range of injection conditions at plasma densities on the order of
101 electrons/cm 3 . These conditions correspond to those under which
the probe measurements of the plasma electron temperature and the
estimate of the degree of randomization of the fast electrons in a collision-
less plasma have been made (see Section IV-C).
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Fig. 20. Cesium plasma generator instrumented with electron emitter,
coaxial probes, and movable Langmuir probe for the measure-
ment of the noise spectrum as a function of injection condition.
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The experimental conditions were as follows:

Plasma Density np = 10 9 electrons/cm3

Plasma Frequency f = 280 Mcp

Injected Electron Density nb = (I/100)np

Injected Electron Plasma Frequency (wb /p )Z = 1/100

Injection Energy 0 < mUo/2 < 50 eV

Plasma Column

Length L = 29 cm

Diameter Za = 1. 27 cm

Injected Electrons

Diameter Za = 1.27 cm

Outer Conductor (rf Shield) 2b = 14 cm

Magnetic Field B = 1500 G0

(A /Wp >_ 14
Wc 1wp 1

Initial Plasma Temperature T = 0.2 eVe

2. Noise Spectrum Observed with a Coaxial Probe Immersed
in the Plasma

Noise spectra have been measured using probes in and out
of the plasma column as shown in Fig. 20 in the presence of injection of
fast electrons from the injection cathode. These measurements yielded
the spectra shown in Fig. 21(a) and 21(b). With the probe located out-
side, the oscillation spectrum was observable only at low frequencies.
(We shall describe the nature of this "outside" spectrum in more detail
later.) The noist level inside the plasma column, on the other hand,
covered a wide range of frequencies, extending from a few megacycles
up to at least the electron plasma frequency f . The upper limit of
these noise spectra could not be determined wAth confidence because of
a lack of receiver sensitivity. Some irregular variations and a gradual
decrease of the amplitude of oscillation have been observed. These varia-
tions are believed caused by the nonflat response of the spectrum analyzer
and by some impedance mismatch expected to exist at the coaxial probes.
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Changes of injection conditions, plasma density, and dc magnetic field
over relatively large ranges did not affect the general aspect of the noise
spectrum. Noise was always generated over the entire range up to fre-
quencies at least of the order of the plasma frequency, with amplitudes
which did not seem to vary greatly over this frequency range.

These observations are consistent with the theory of electron-
plasma wave interaction which was shown in Section B to predict the
possible existence of enhanced fluctuations (noise) at all frequencies up
to the plasma frequency, the lower frequency noise in particular being
enhanced by instability trapping.

3. The Noise Spectrum Observed Outside the Plasma Column

It was indicated earlier that noise outside of the plasma
column was observable only at low frequencies (See Fig. 21(a)). In de-
tailed investigations made later, this noise spectrum measured outside
of the plasma column exhibited very interesting and revealing character-
istics which will now be reported.

a. Typical Spectrum-Resonance Modes - A noise
spectrum observed outside the plasma column is shown in Figs. 22(a),
22(0) and 23. The actual unfiltered spectrum is shown in Fig. 22(a)
and is sketched over a wider frequency range in Fig. 23. Peaks as shown
in these figures are relatively well defined. They are found to correspond
to axial resonances of the growing waves predicted from the dispersion
equation (eq. (18)). Growing waves have been shown to exist for W ' / I
The real part of the frequency is given approximately by the synchror~sm
condition:

PUo Re(w) (16)

Thus, in terms of the wavelength P = 27r/k, we have

Zwcu

Re(w) = _0 (17)

The resonance modes are found for frequencies such that the separation
of the conducting end plates is an integral number of half a wavelength.
Equation (17) accounts for these three resonances:
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frequency limit obtained with
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plasma. (a) Unfiltered spec-
trum; full oscillation. (b) Fil-
tered spectrum; full oscillation.
(c) Filtered spectrum; partially
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f Mc f2' Mc f4' Mc

Experiment 6.4 13.5 19. 5

Theory 6.5 13 19.5

These are associated with the symmetrical mode, whereas fl and f 3 are
associated with the n = 1 angular variation mode. The latter two have not
quantitatively been explained. The symmetrical modes f0 , f 2 , and f 4
show good agreement with the theory (eq. (17)) for 30< V0 < 140 V, where
Vo is taken practically equal to the injection voltage. Observation of these
"resonance" peaks in the noise spectrum lends strong support to the theory
of "instability trapping" by multiple reflections of the plasma waves at the
ends of the plasma column.

The width of the peaks demonstrates an interesting behavior. For
a given injection voltage, the amplitude of the peaks was not affected by
changing the injection current density. The width of each peak, however,
became narrower as the current density was decreased while keeping the
injection voltage constant; the width increased as the plasma temperature
increased. It appeared that the nonlinear limit or the saturation condition
was achieved even at low injection current densities.

b. Relative Amplitude of Resonant Modes - The spectral
distribution observed with a probe immersed in the plasma had indicated
similar peaks; unlike those shown in Fig. 23, the magnitude of the peaks
remained approximately equal while the valleys between the peaks were a
decreasing function of frequency. Assuming then that the magnitude of the
peaks inside the plasma were mutually equal, we could estimate the func-
tion dependence of the peaks observed outside the plasma. Upon examining
the field equation (eq. (11)) and noting that t:e location of the probe was
about ro = 3 cm whereas b = 7 cm, we could show that for ro = 3 cm

Ezoc Kn(Pro)

where
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Thus, Pro is a linearly increasing function of w. Using a large argument
approximation, K2 (x) and K?(x) functional dependences are shown in
Fig. 23. The curve is scaled to indicate the relative values of the observed
peaks of the resonant mode. Agreement seems quite reasonable.

c, Partial Suppression of the Oscillation and its Effect
on the Probe I-V Characteristics - One of the significant observations made
during the spectral measurement of the noise radiation from the cesium
plasma experiments was that the n = I modes (one-angular variation) could
be suppressed by placing a set of floating Langmuir probes radially at the
center of the plasma column. The composite photographs shown in Fig. 2Z(c)
clearly demonstrate the suppression of every other mode. The suppressed
modes are believed to be associated with the n = I resonant mode. The
probe position for suppressing these modes was in general found very
critical. As the probes approached the center of the plasma column (as
shown in Fig. 24), a sudden disappearance of the n = I mode was accom-
panied by a small increase in the amplitude of the adjacent peaks. A com-
parison between (b) and (c) of Fig. 22 shows that near complete suppression
was obtained.

Langmuir probe I-V characteristics were obtained simultaneously
with these spectral measurements. While the movable probe was outside
the plasma column, the probe characteristic indicated a smooth variation.
As soon as the floating movable probes were used to suppress a portion of
the noise peaks, the probe characteristic noticeably changed: a step in the
probe characteristic appeared at the potential near the injection potential
of electrons (Fig. 25). This shows that as p-.rt of the noise spectrum was
suppressed, an appreciable number of injected electrons retainedtheir
inital injection energy. This is consistent with the theoretical expectation
that when a number of the possible modes ofelectron-plasrna interactions
which contribute to the thermalization of fast electrons are suppressed by
these probes, the rate of energy transfer from the fast electrons to the
slow electrons in the plasma is reduced. This significant change in the
probe characteristic with the noise spectrum is a direct demonstration of
the importance of the electron-plasma wave interaction discussed above
for the thermalization of the fast injected electrons.
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TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC FIELD CONFIGURATION
(n:*I)

CROSS SECTION OF THE
PLASMA COLUMN

• •',• • So 1500oo

............................ ....... 0;:,B,. IS.O.

FLOATING MOVABLE PROBES

(a) IN THE PLASMA COLUMN

(b) OUT FROM THE PLASMA

Fig. Z4. A schematic diagram of the floating movable probes used for
partial suppression of the noise in a plasma.
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VI. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF A HIGHLY IONIZED
CESIUM PLASMA

A. Method of Measurement

The resistivity of a highly ionized quiescent plasma is to be
measured and compared with the theoretically determined value. A highly
ionized plasma is understood here to mean a plasma in which Coulomb
collisions are predominant and electron neutral collisions negligible. A quiescent
plasma is understood to be a plasma in which electrons and ions have
Maxwellian velocity distributions. Such a highly ionized quiescent plasma
is produced by a cesium plasma tube with two plasma emitters, similar to
that already developed and used during Phase I f this contract for the
study of volume recombination. The tube used ior the plasma resistivity
measurement is shown in Fig. 26. The thermal cesium plasma is gener-
ated at two hot tantalum emitters which are separated by 30 cm; this
plasma is confined magnetically to a well-defined diameter approximately
equal to that of the tantalum emitter disk (1. 27 cm diameter). Since the
electron motion is confined mainly to the line of force of the magnetic
field, the measurement and the interpretation of the resistivity is simply
a one-dimensional problem. The tube also has three sets of double probes
for plasma density and temperature measurements.

The dc or low-frequency resistivity of the plasma can be measured
by two methods. One method utilizes probes to measure the potential dif-
ference between two given locations in the presence of a small current flow
through the plasma colurrm.. With the other method, which is more reliable,
the resistivity is obtained from the slope of the I-V characteristic between
the two plasma emitters of the tube.

The use of probes at different locations to measure the potential
drop in a current-carrying plasma column has been used to some extent
in the measurement of plasma resistivity. However, uncertainty in the
work function of the probes and in their floating potential with respect to
the plasma makes this method rather unreliable.

The use of the I-V characteristic between the two plasma emitters
for the measurement of the resistivity at first examination appears more
complicated because of the presence of the space charge sheaths near the
emitter surfaces. The effect of the space charge sheath, however, is
amenable to analysis and can be made smaller ccmpared with that of the
volume resistivity by properly controlling the plasma parameters. By
this method, furthermore, the resistivity is measured for low current
densities, where ohmic heating is negligible. In order to apply this
method of measurement reliably, we shall now analyze the respective
effects of the emitter sheaths and of the plasma resistivity on the I-V
characteristics between the two plasma emitters.
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Fig. Z6. Probe instrumented cesium plasma tube with two plasma emitters.
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B. Current-Voltage Characteristics between Plasma Emitters

The first treatment of the sheath effect for a double emitter system
was given by D'Angelo and Motley.* 15 Their derivation was restricted to the
case where the emitter temperature was sufficiently high that negative space
charge sheaths were formed near the emitter surfaces, the plasma potential
being negative with respect to the vacuum potential of the emitters. We are
extending the analysis also to the case in which positive sheaths are formed,
and are using a method of analysis which is simpler than that of D'Angelo
and Motley.

The axial potential distributions in the presen:e of a small applied
potential difference between two emitters are shown in Figs. 27(a) and
27(b). As shown in these diagrams, the sheath thickness is much smaller
than the separation between the two emitters. V1 and Vz are the sheath
potentials associated with emitters No. I and 2. respectively. The top
distribution (Fig. 27(a))corresponds to the case in which negative space
charge sheaths are formed, whereas in Fig. 27(b) the positive sheaths are
formed. The current is drawn from one emitter to the other when a voltage
V is applied between the two emitters. With the application of a strong dc
magnetic field, the current flow will be essentially one dimensional, and the
cross section of the current carrying plasma can be assumed equal to the
emitter area. The resistive drop across the plasma due to the current flow
is given in Figs. 27(a) and 27(b) by V3 , which is related to the resistivity
through the following familiar expression

V 3 = I W (18)

where il is the resistivity of the plasma, L is the length of plasma columns,
and A is the cross sectional area of the plasma emitter and the plasma
carrying the current I. The similarities between the two cases end at this
point. We must now treat each case separately. We will consider the nega-
tive sheath case first. In this analysis, we shall assume that the electron
losses in the plasma column due to the volume recombination and due to
transverse diffusion are negligible. These assumptions do not seriously
affect the analysis--inclusion of these electron losses only slightly changes
the condition for the transition from one type of space charge sheath to the
othe r.

1. Theory of the Negative Space Charge Sheath Case (Jsat.>Jp.)

The condition necessary to form a negative space charge
sheath is that the saturation thermionic emission current (Jsat-) be larger
than the random plasma electron current reaching the emitters = en.
n- is defined as the plasma density and i. is the average thermaZ velocity
of electrons in the plasma. Using these notations, the relationship between
various currents and voltages can be written as follows:
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emitters. (a) Negative space charge sheath case.
(b) Positive sheath case.
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At Emitter No. I

I = Ajp_ - Ajsat exp(-eVl/kT) (19)

At Emitter No. 2

I = AJsat exp(-eV 2/kT) - Aj , (20)

whereas

V = V1 + V3 - V? (21)

where

k Boltzmann constant

T the plasma temperature which is equal to the emitter
temperature for I << A

As was shown, V is related to I through (18). After 'ombining (18),
(19), (20), and (22) and eliminating Jsat-' VI, V2 , and V3 , the above
expressions reduce to one equation

V = hfL +---i [llAjp+I)-lnlAj_1I) (22)

Next, we take the derivative with respect to I. The random plasma
current density jg- can be considered constant for a small variation of
either V or I (which has been verified experimentally in a two-emitter
system). By taking the derivative for 1-0 we obtain:

lim dV L +lim- "T +(
1-0 Wk 7k 1-+

or

dV + kT L 2kT-A L = + . e vT (23)
10p eA
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which is identicat to D'Angelo's and Motley's but derived somewhat dif-
ferently here.

Inspection of the above expression shows that the effect of the
sheath voltages predominates at low densities:

lim dv 8kTe (24)
n-0 = (
I -0 e Anv..

For higher plasma densities, the ohmic voltage drop becomes predominant
and, for a relatively large density so that

ZkTe----j <<1

the plasma resistivity is accurately obtainable by means of (23).

2. Theory of the Positive Space Charge Sheath Case (Jsat-< p=)

The condition required for this case is that (Jsat- <Jp-)
The procedure used for the positive space charge sheath is similar to
that for the negative sheath. We write the current-voltage relations for
the two emitters:

At Emitter No. I

I = A[jp ex-)- ( sat-] (25)

At Emitter No. 2

I = A jsat -Jp- exp(I4)j (26)

and for voltages

V = V 2 + V3 - V1  (Z7)

Combining these equations with (18), we are left with an equation which
relates the applied voltage to the conduction current:
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V = L + . [ln(AJsat_ +1)- ln(Ajsat-I)] . (28)

Evaluating the slope of the I-V characteristic for I-0, we get an expres-
sion similar to (23):

dV = + e (29)
W It 0 e-"sat-

Note that when Jsat- is replaced with jp-, eq. (29) transforms to (23).
The physical meaning is the following: For a given cesium plasma den-
sity, it is possible to increase the emitter temperature above a certain
minimum value without greatly affecting the plasma density. Therefore,
for a given density, the contribution of the sheath voltage drops may be
minimized by increasing the electron emission rate. However, the further
increase of isat- beyond Jsat- > ip- has no noticeable effect.

3. Comparison of Experimental I-V Characteristics with

Examination of the emitter temperature (and thus jsat-)
and of the plasma density (or jp.) prevalent in our experiments shows
that jsat < j ; hence (29) is applicable for our experimental conditions.
The experimetral points obtained from I-V characteristics such as the
one shown in Fig. 28 under these conditions are plotted in Fig. 29 and
compared with the theoretical values calculated by using (29) and
Spitzer's equation for T:

il = 6. 53 x 10 T3n -cm I (30)

The numerical values of the function lnA are tabulated and given by
Spitzer, 16 whereas the second term of the RHS of (29) is calculated
from the optically measured temperatures of plasma emitters and Jsat-
estimated from the thermionic electron emission characteristics of
pure tantalum metal. The experimental points were obtained with the
two-emitter Cs+ ,pllasma tube shown in Fig. 26 and described earlier
in Section VIA. As observed in Fig. 29, the calculated theoretical values
are consistently larger than the measured values; the general distribution
of the experimental points shows that the sheath effects predicted by (29)
are quantitatively in agreement with the experimental results. It is fur-
ther observed that for low plasma densities sheath effects become much
greater than the effect of volume resistivity; reliable measurements of
volume resistivity by this method should therefore be made at higher
densities where the contribution due to the sheath potential is much
smaller than that of the volume resistivity.
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C. Measured Plasma Resistivity in the Absence of Ohmic Heating

The resistivity of a highly ionized quiescent cesium plasma was
measured by measuring the I-V characterictic of the two plasma emitter
system, for plasma densities extending from 5 x 1011 to 6 x 1012 ions/
cm3, and an electron temperature betwen 2200 and 2500 0 K. As in-
dicated in the preceding section, the reliable evaluation of the volume
resistivity should be limited to those experimental conditions in which
the contribution of the sheath effect is much smaller than the volume
resistivity. In this report, therefore, only those measurements requir-
ing correction due to sheath effects smaller than 25 to 30% are given in
Table II, together with the corresponding plasma density and the emitter
temperature.

Since the degree of ionization was greater than 30% for these
measurements and since these measurements were made for zero con-
duction current, the contribution of electron-neutral atoms or of plasma
heating should be absent. The resistivity of the plasma under these con-
ditions should result predominantly from long range electron-electron
and electron-ion Coulomb interactions. Thus the theoretical expression
for the resistivity of a fully ionized plasma as shown in (3) should be
applicable. In these measurements, the axial plasma density distribu-
tion was measured with the available three sets of Langmuir probes.
Densities at the midplane of the two emitter systems were compared with
the density measured positions 10 cm on both sides of the midplane.
These measurements showed that the plasma density distribution between
these probes was essentailly uniform within Z0% up to the density on the
order of 5 x 1012 ions/cmý . Since the density dependence appears only
in the lnA in such a manner that the resistivity is proportional to ln(l/ne)l/2,
the maximum density variation of 20% among three sets of probes has
very little effect on the determination of the volume resistivity.

A comparison between the measured and theoretical plasma resis-
tivities is shown in Table II and plotted as a function of the density in
Fig. 30. This comparison shows that the experimental values (six out of
eight points) are generally 20 to 40% smaller (except for two points which
showed agreement within 15%). Considering that the derivation of Spitzer's
equation is not exact, this agreement between theory and experiment can
be considered satisfactory.

In summary, we can state that our experimental results have shown
that the resistivity of a highly ionized quiescent plasma is adequately pre-
dicted by Spitzer's formula and that the Coulomb collision cross section
used in Spitzer's calculations is reliable.
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TABLE II

Comparison of Measured and Theoretical
Plasma Resistivities

T 'texp
n+, T e' Iexp' 'Itheory' ltheory

ionsios OK Q-cmn Q-cmc
cm

5 x 1011 2300 0.34 0.45 0.75

9.6 x 1011 2250 0.25 0.43 0.58
12

I x 10 2200 0.39 0.45 0.87
12

1.5 x 10 2240 0.31 0.43 0.72

1.8 x 1012  2300 0.41 0.42 0.98

2.0 x 101 2  2400 0.25 0.39 0.64

3.5 x 10 2  2350 0.23 0.38 o. 61
121

6 .0 x 2420 0.260 0. 37 0.70
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VII. FORMATION OF CESIUM PLASMA AND MEASURE$MENT OF THE
PROBABILITY OF NEUTRALIZATION Kn OF Cs ON A
TANTALUM SURFACE IN A ONE-EMITTER SYSTEM

A. Statement of the Problem

The dynamics of cesium plasma generation and loss in a two-
emitter system has been analyzed and was reported previously. 4 Meas-
urements performed with two-emiitter systems at relatively low plasma
densities (n+ < 101 ions/cm ), where ion losses due to the volume
recombination are negligible, indicate that the probability of neutraliza-
tion Kn of Cs+ on hot tantalum is substantially lower than that predicted
by the Saha-Langmuir equation. Analysis of the cesium plasma formation
has recently been extended to the one-plasma-emitter systems (Fig. 31).
The theory shows that the steady-state plasma formation in a one-emitter
system is strongly dependent on Kn; a simple experimental evaluation of
Kn is possible when the temperature of the emitter is lowered so that a
positive space charge sheath is formed near the emitter surface. This
section will describe the theory of cesium plasma formation and summarize
the results of the measurements of Kn for Cs+ on a tantalum surface
in a one-emitter system.

B. Method of Measurement

The one-emitter system (see Fig. 3 1) used for the evaluation of Kn
was developed during Phase I of this contract for the study o4 the low-
frequency oscillations observed in a cesium plasma column. This appara-
tus consists of a plasma emitter and a collector electrode immersed in a
homogeneous axial uniform magnefic field (indicated byHoin Fig. 31) and
placed in a vacuum tight enclosure. The cesium vapor pressure in this
enclosure is controlled by admitting an excess of cesium metal into the
apparatus after thorough outgassing and by accurately controlling the
temperature of the walls. Direct measurement of the cesium vapor pres-
sure is made during operation by rnvasuring the saturation of the Cs+ ion
emission from a hot tungsten filament installed in the enclosure.

I In the apparatus of Fig. 3 1, ions are emitted by contact ionization
of the cesium on the hot tantalum disk; thermionic emission of electrons
takes place simultaneously from the same disk. If the electron emission
rate is sufficient to neutralize the ions, a plasma will be generated contin-
uously at one end of the plasma column at a rate controlled by the neutral
cesium vapor pressure. The plasma is confined magnetically into a well
defined column 30 cm long between the emitter and collector. Two sets of
double probes located in the plasma column (shown in Fig. 31) measure the
ion or plasma denbity.
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For the measurement of Kn, the collector is generally biased
a few volts negatively with respect to the plasma so that only ions are
attracted to the collector. Therefore, the ions generated at the plasma
emitter in a low density plasma (negligible volume recombination) dif-
fuse to the collector, and the major portion of the ions are lost there if
the rate of electron emission is sufficient to prevent formation of a posi-
tive space charge sheath near the emitter surface. On the other hand,
if the electron emission rate is inadequate to prevent ion sheath forma-
tion (because the plasma emitter is insufficiently heated), the plasma
potential becomes positive with respect to the emitter. Since the Cs+
ions are initially emitted from the tantalum surface with a half Maxwellian
velocity distribution, some of the slow Cs+ ions are reflected back to the

plasma emitter in the presence of a positive plasma potential. When they
come in contact with the hot tantalum surface, some of these reflected
ions are re-emitted as ions; other are neutralized on the surface and
escape from the emitter as neutral atoms. The fraction of reflected
Cs+ ions which are neutralized is equal to the probability of neutraliza-
tion Kn. As the plasma emitter temperature is lowered, the plasma
potential becomes more positive with respect to the emitter; the rate of
Cs+ ion loss because of neutralization on the emitter surface increases
because greater portions of Cs+ ions are reflected back to the emitter.
Simultaneously, as the plasma becomes more positive with respect to
the emitter, the number of Cs+ ions injected from the emitter into the
plasma decreases because of the positive potential wall encountered by
the ions in the emitter sheath. Thus the plasma density also decreases.

The following section will show that Kn can be related to the
plasma density, the emitter temperature, and the cesium neutral density.
The expression which can be used for the experimental determination of
Kn is thus derived from the ion and electron conservation conditions.
Experimental evaluation of Kn over a limited range of emitter tempera-
tures is then made. The following section will show that the values of Kn
measured with the one-emitter system are consistent with those obtained
with the two-emitter cesium plasma systems and are lower than those
predicted theoretically by the Saha-Langmuir equation.

C. Formation of Cesium Plasma in a One-Emitter System with
a Floating Collector

The analysis of cesium plasma formation in a one-emitter system
is performed on an idealized infinite parallel plane model under the follow-
ing assumptions: (1) plasma density is uniform; (2) ions and electrons are
emitted only from the plasma emitter; (3) all ions which come in contact
with the collector surface are completely neutralized; (4) volume recombina-
tion is negligible. A strong dc magnetic field was used to restrict the elec-
tron movement along the magnetic field line; the thickness of space charge
sheaths at the emitter and the collector is usually very small compared with
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either the plasma column diameter or length. For these reasons, the
simplified infinite parallel plane model should represent the actual
cylindrical plasma. Other assumptions given above are generally con-
sistent with the conditions encountered in the experiment.

The axial potential distribution in the one-emitter system for
the conditions appropriate for the evaluation of Kn is shown in Fig. 32.
Since the basic procedure for the present analysis is very closely related
to the theory of a cesium plasma in two-emitter systems which was treated
in detail in an earlier report, 17 only an outline of the derivation will be
presented here. The basic equations are the equations of conservation of
electrons and ions.

1. Conservation of Ions

Applying the condition of conservation of ions and following
the same analytical procedure as for the theory of a two-emitter system,1 7

we obtain the following expression:

K. n(0 n+_Rl~~"+ l) Kn +l1 (31)

where

(;+) -T

n+ = ion density in the plasma column

no S cesium neutral density

K. probability of ionization of neutral cesium atom incident
on the plasma emitting surface

K n probability of neutralization of a cesium ion incident on
n the plasma emitting surface

V = plasma potential (zero potential is chosen as the surface

P potential of the plasma emitter.)

T+ = ion temperature

T = temperature of neutral cesium atomso

e = absolute electron charge

k Boltzmann constant

V0 mean thermal velocity of neutral cesium atoms

mean thermal velocity of Cs+ ions.
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Fig. 32. Axial potential distribution of the plasma column in a
single emitter system.
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In writing this equation it is assumed that the plasma electron tempera-
ture and density are uniform over the entire plasma region. The LHS
of (31) represents the ion generation rate, whereas the RHS represents
the rate of ion losses.

2. Conservation of Electrons

From a consideration of the electron conservation condition
for a floating collector such as that used for these experiments, a simple
expression can be derived

-eV

isat- = en- ~+ e kT) (32)

where

i sat- saturation current density available from n_

n- electron density

V E mean thermal electron velocity

T_ electron temperature.

In the plasma region, because of the qua si- neutrality condition, n n n+
It can be shown from the condition of conservation of energy thatT

T+= T ewhere T eis the plasma emitter temperature.

A considerable simplification can be achieved by defining the fol-
lowing normalized parameters:

n+

3sat-

eN( 
(32)

E - 1/2 =1/500
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where

N - K ino 0 0

m - mass of an electron

M mass of a cesium ion.

It should be noted that the plasma density for Vp = 0 is related to N+
in the following manner:

n (Vp = 0) (1 + Kn) (33)

Thus for K << 1, n+ (V = 0) 7- N+ which is the maximum plasma
density whic% can be obtained for a given cesium neutral density.

Equations (31) and (32) are combined to eliminate the plasma po-
tential V ; introducing normalized parameters defined above, the equation
from whiAi the formation of the plasma as well as Kn in a one-emitter
system are estimated reduces to a simple quadratic form:

2 + - [= n0. (34)2 K n R oK _ -€

By solving for 0, the plasma density as a function of 9 (or Jsat.) or
the plasma emitter temperature can be estimated for a given value of
Kn. Conversely, for a measured 0 and 9, Kn can be estimated.
The numerical calculation has been performed using (34); comparisons
with experimental data have been made and will be described below.

3. Comparison between Theory and Experiments on the
Formation of Plasma in a One-Emitter System

Before evaluating Kn directly, we shall compare the
effect of the plasma emitter temperature on the plasma density for a
number of fixed cesium neutral pressures. By simple rearrangement
of (34), $ can be directly evaluated as a function of Kn and 9.

( 2

+ a (35)
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where

0(1 - Kn) + c
n K(36)

n

Theoretical values of $ based on these equations have been calculated
as a function of 9 for the three values of Kn (0. 01, 0. 03, and 0. 10).
These numerical results have shown clearly that steady-state plasma
formation in a one-emitter system at lower emitter temperatures strongly
depends on the value of Kn. As was described earlier, the rate of ion
loss to the plasma emitter is a function of Kn; thus, the general be-
havior of ; as a function of 9 can easily be understood. For smaller
values of Kn, the plasma potential may become more positive than for
larger Kn and still maintain a desired level of plasma density. Con-
versely, 1he smaller Kn, the smaller the Jsat or Te required to
obtain a given plasma density for a fixed cesium vapor pressure.

For purposes of comparison, the me sured data for N+
6 x 1010 ions/cmT and 1. 5 x 10 10 ions/cm are normalized in the
manner defined by (32) and are shown in Fig. 33. In this figure the
normalized plasma density ý = n+/N+ is plotted as a function of the
normalized emitter saturation current 0 = Jsat/eN+ (v./4) (or the
emitter temperature). As can be seen, the effect of the emitter tempera-
ture on the formation of the plasma in a one-emitter cesium plasma
generator behaves generally as predicted by the theory. The exoperimental
points corresponding to higher plasma density (N+ = 6.0 x 101u ions/cm 3 )

show excellent agreement with theory. Other results corresponding to
N+ = 1.5x10 1 0 ions/cm 3 show considerable discrepancy for a small
where e drops very sharply as the decreasing function of 9. For
N =1.5xl101", $ < 0. 2 corresponds to n+<3xx10 ions/cm3 where
the measurement of plasma densities by a probe becoXnes unreliable.
Except for this one point corresponding to n+ < Zx 10 ions/'cm 3 , it is
observed in Fig. 33 that experimental points are generally located in the
area where K. < 0. 03. This result suggests, therefore, the possibility
of evaluating Kn from various experimental points shown in Fig. 33
using (34) as a function of the measured parameters 0 and 0.

D. Experimental Evaluation of the Probability of Neutralization Kn
of Cesium on Hot Tantalum

In the preceding sections we have shown that the plasma formation
in one emitter is strongly influenced by Kn and that a simple experimental
evaluation is possible when the temperature of the emitter is lowered so
that a positive space charge sheath is formed near the emitter surface.
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Fig. 33. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental normalized
plasma density as a function of the norm1ldzer emittir tem-
perature for n - 6 x 10 and 1.5 x 10 ions/cm
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It can be seen from the data show'r in Fig. 33 that 0 (or n+)
approaches unity as 9 (or Jsat-) is increased. This effect, as men-
tioned earlier, results primarily from the lowering of the plasma po-
tential and consequently from the decrease in the rate of Cs+ ion
neutralization on the emitter surface. For the direct evaluation of
Kn, we must select a region in which the effect of the surface neutrali-
zation becomes an important factor. For this purpose we shall arbitrari-
ly select 0 < 0. 8 as the upper limit for which Kn is to be evaluated
directly. Calculation of Kn can also be made from a rigourous evalua-
tion of Kn through (34). The estimated value of Kn for the one-emitter
system as a function of the emitter temperature has been plotted in Fig. 34,
together with those values obtained previously from a two-emitter system
(also for Cs+ on a tantalum emitter) and from the Saha-Langmuir equation.

The values obtained from the Saha-Langmuir equation based on a
quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium were derived in the previous report on
tantalum emitters 1 7 ; these values, in which Kn > 0.20, are plotted
on Fig. 33 over the temperature range extending from 1800 0 K to 2000 0 K.
These theoretical values are almost an order of magnitude greater than
either Kn < 0.03, obtained at T a 2000 0 K and n+ t 1012 ions/cm 3

for a two emitter system, or 0. 01 < Kn < 0. 03, obtained at T =
1800 0 K to 1900 0 K for a one-emitter system. These latter data therefore
consistently lead to the same conclusion as the earlier measurements: that
the probability of surface recombination seems much lower than that pre-
dicted by the Saha-Langmuir equation.
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Fig. 34. Probability of neutralization of Cs+ on hot tantalum tur-
face as a function of the emitter temperature.
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